
Dinosaur Discovery

Recommended year group: Year 1  Theme focus: Science Suggested term: Autumn

Theme introduction:
Dinosaur Discovery is focused on learning about dinosaurs and the different prehistoric eras (Jurassic, Triassic and Cretaceous). Pupils will develop their 
knowledge about dinosaurs including their diet, habitat and physical appearance. They will sort and name dinosaurs that were herbivores, carnivores or 
omnivores. They will also learn about palaeontologists and fossil hunters such as Mary Anning who have helped scientists to develop our knowledge of dinosaurs. 
Pupils will share their expert knowledge by curating and presenting at the ‘Dinosaur Museum’.

Driving question:
Did dinosaurs really exist? 

Suggested switched on science unit
Year 1 – Polar Places

Suggested switched on computing unit
We are Publishers

Linked reading texts: 
Katie and the Dinosaur by James Mayhew
Harry and the Bucketful of Dinosaurs by Ian Whybrow 
Tyrannosaurus Drip by Julia Donaldson
The Dinosaur’s Egg by M Christina Butler and Val Biro

Writing outcomes:
Letter writing – Letter to the Natural History Museum 
to share a dinosaur discovery
Non-chronological reports – fact file for the Dinosaur 
Museum

Curriculum coverage

Science – Animals, including humans; everyday materials 

History – Significant individuals; historical enquiry and sources

Design and technology – Design criteria; make materials



Dinosaur Discovery

Theme essential vocabulary:
Adaptation, armour, bones, brontosaurus, 
camouflage, carnivore, classification, Cretaceous, 
design, diet, dinosaur, egg, evolve, exhibit,
exist, expert, extinct, forest, fossil, function, 
habitat, herbivore, Jurassic, knee, landscape, leg, 
materials, mass extinction, meteorite, omnivore, 
palaeontologist, period, prehistoric, presentation, 
protect, reptile, ribs, sediment, skeleton, skull, 
spine, survive, teeth , timeline, Triassic, triceratops, 
tyrannosaurus rex.

Excite:
Set up evidence of an overnight visit from a 
mysterious creature to ‘appear’ in the classroom
the next morning. The evidence could include large 
footprints and other dinosaur artefacts such as teeth, 
bones, eggs, claws and fossils.
Who could have left these clues? Look at all the clues 
that show us it might have been a dinosaur (e.g. eggs, 
claws).

Explore:
Explore 1 – What is a dinosaur?
Explore 2 – Dinosaur detectives
Explore 3 – Dinosaur experts
Explore 4 – Fascinating fossils
Explore 5 – Dinosaur skeletons
Explore 6 – Dinosaur diets
Explore 7 – Could Diplodocus have been hunted 
by T-Rex?

Theme essential knowledge/concepts
1. Know a range of dinosaurs with different characteristics from different periods.
2. Classification is sorting of species into groups based on common characteristics.
3. Know the habitats and diets of different dinosaurs.
4. Fossilisation is when remains are covered in layers of rock which harden, preserving a rock replica of the

creature inside.
5. A palaeontologist is a scientist specialising in the study of fossilised plants and animals.
6. Understand how palaeontologists find evidence of prehistoric creatures through studying fossils and other

techniques.
7. The significance of Mary Anning’s work by discovering the first plesiosaur and ichthyosaur fossils.
8. The three periods in which dinosaurs lived: Jurassic, Triassic and Cretaceous.
9. Explain five simple theories about how dinosaurs became extinct.
10. The characteristics of reptiles

Explore 8 – Dinosaur habitats
Explore 9 – Dinosaur designs
Explore 10 – Dinosaur survival
Explore 11 – Dinosaur eggs
Explore 12 – Dinosaur extinction
Explore 13 – Dinosaur museum 



Dinosaur Discovery

Flipped learning opportunities:
1. Pupils can research herbivore, carnivore and omnivores.
2. Pupils can classify known animals into mammals, birds, reptiles.

Family learning opportunity:
Create a 3D model dinosaur. Research your favourite dinosaur. Make a 3D model of 
the dinosaur using materials of your choice. Record some fascinating facts about 
your chosen dinosaur in your role as a dinosaur expert.

Cultural awareness

Key piece of music
Jurassic Park Theme – John Williams

Key piece of art
Dinosaur Art – Alain Beneteau

Key poem
‘The Dinosaur’s Dinner’ – June Crebbin 
‘Maggie and the Dinosaur’ – Dave Ward

Excel:
Key assessment outcomes:
• sort and classify dinosaurs as carnivores,

herbivores, and omnivores; fact cards about
dinosaurs and their diets

• dinosaur fact files
• create a dinosaur habitat to meet a design criteria
• illustrations and simple explanations of the

theories of dinosaur extinction

Exhibit:
• Create an interactive dinosaur museum for

parents/other classes to visit.
• Exhibits could include dinosaur fact files, dinosaur

eggs, fossils, pupils’ home learning projects,
dinosaur paintings, palaeontology.

   Possible wider experiences:
1. Visit a local museum or attraction with a 

dinosaur themed experience (e.g. West 
Midlands Safari Park Dinosaur World).

2. Invite an animal expert to bring some common 
reptiles such as snakes or lizards into school.

3. Find out about how they care for the creatures 
and how they move, eat, and behave.
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Dinosaur skeletons Explore 9 

 

Explore Title Dinosaur skeletons 

Objective (WALT) Compare a human skeleton with a dinosaur skeleton  

Essential Skills Science 

Describe and compare the structure of a variety of common animals (fish, amphibians, 
reptiles, birds and mammals, including pets) 

Identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the human body 

Outcomes Labelled diagram to show the main bones on a human and on dinosaurs 
Able to describe the differences between human and dinosaur skeletons 

Key vocabulary  bones        function knee      legs       ribs        skeleton     skull      spine      teeth 

Key Focus What is the function (job) of the skeleton? 

What are the differences between a human and a dinosaur skeleton? 

Activities Can you remember? 
Ask: What is a fossil? 
Pupils recall the definition of a fossil.  
What is a fossil? 
Remind pupils of the definition. This will help to embed key vocabulary for this theme. 
New words 
Introduce the new vocabulary for this explore: 

Skeleton –an animal’s bones form a framework which supports and protects 
their body 
Spine – the row of bones (vertebrae) down the middle of the back 
Function – the job or purpose of something, e.g. the function of a pair of glasses 
is to help you see clearly 

Which dinosaur could this be? 
Show an image of a T-Rex skeleton to the pupils. Ask pupils to look at the shape and 
size of the bones and teeth to help them. 
How do paleontologists identify a fossil? 
Provide copies of the skeleton handout.  
Elicit that palaeontologists (fossil scientists) have discovered much about dinosaurs 
from their skeletons. Focus on the subheading ‘How do you know it’s a dinosaur?’ 
Explain that pupils are going to be palaeontologists today and compare some dinosaur 
skeletons to human skeletons!  
Ask: 

1. How can you tell if a fossil might come from a dinosaur? By comparing it to the 
skeleton of reptiles today. 
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2. How are dinosaur legs different to modern reptile legs? Modern reptiles have 
legs that stick out sideways, but dinosaur’s legs always point straight down. 

What is a skeleton’s function? 
Look at the image of a human skeleton. Discuss why we have a skeleton and what job 
it does. Tell pupils that amphibians, reptiles, fish, birds and mammals all have a 
skeleton. 
 Watch the video at  https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zmptsbk and identify the 
main job of the skeleton - to support and protect the body and internal organs, e.g. 
heart, lungs and brain.  
Pupils to recall what they remember by using the words to fill in the blanks. This will 
help to secure pupils’ knowledge of the job of a skeleton. 
The human skeleton 
Look at and read the labels for different body parts (knee, legs, ribs, skull, spine).  Can 
the pupils identify these features on their own bodies? Work together to label the parts 
of the human skeleton. 
Diplodocus discovery 
Now look at an image of a diplodocus skeleton.  
Explain that diplodocus was a large herbivorous (plant-eating) dinosaur that lived 
during the Jurassic period (about 150 million years ago). In 1898, some diplodocus fossil 
bones were discovered by railway workers and excavated (dug up). Scientists compare 
the bones of dinosaurs to bones from animals alive today to help them to identify them. 
Your task… 
Explain that most animals with a backbone have a similar number of bones with 
similar functions to a human skeleton.  
Using the previous task of labelling the human skeleton, pupils to now label the 
different body parts of a Diplodocus and a Tyrannosaurus Rex. (Provide each pupil 
with a copy of the skeletons worksheet).   
Extension 
Describe the function of each of these body parts. 
Go through the labelled dinosaurs with pupils and collect ideas on the functions of the 
body parts. 
Discussion 
Ask the pupils to think about the similarities and differences between their skeleton 
and the dinosaur skeletons. An example is provided on the teaching slide to provide 
guidance.  

Assess, Reflect, 
Connect 

Pupils use a ruler to estimate the size of one of their front teeth. How does it compare 
to the teeth of different dinosaurs? Pupils to use a ruler to draw their teeth in 
comparison to the three different dinosaur teeth and see the difference in size. 
Order the teeth in size from largest to smallest. 
 
Pupils will be familiar with T-Rex but if you wish to show them what megalodon and 
mapusarus looked like, use these links: 
Megalodon - https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/megalodon--the-truth-about-the-
largest-shark-that-ever-lived.html  
Mapusaurus - https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/dino-directory/mapusaurus.html  
 
Ask: Roughly how many human teeth equate to a T-Rex tooth? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zmptsbk
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/megalodon--the-truth-about-the-largest-shark-that-ever-lived.html
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/megalodon--the-truth-about-the-largest-shark-that-ever-lived.html
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/dino-directory/mapusaurus.html
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Thematic Maths 
Opportunity 

Longest bone - The femur (thigh bone) is the longest bone in the human body. Provide 
pupils with print outs of human bones and dinosaur bones for them to measure and 
compare.  
Explain that not all dinosaurs were large.   
Ask: Can you find out the name of a dinosaur that was close to your height? Smaller 
than your height?  

Related resource Explore 9 Dinosaur skeleton teaching slides 
Explore 9 Dinosaur skeletons: Skeletons handout 
Explorer 9 Dinosaur skeletons: Skeletons worksheet 
 
Websites 
Job of a skeleton https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zmptsbk 
Megalodon - https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/megalodon--the-truth-about-the-
largest-shark-that-ever-lived.html  
Mapusaurus - https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/dino-directory/mapusaurus.html  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zmptsbk
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/megalodon--the-truth-about-the-largest-shark-that-ever-lived.html
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/megalodon--the-truth-about-the-largest-shark-that-ever-lived.html
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/dino-directory/mapusaurus.html


Dinosaur 
skeletons
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Science 
Describe and compare the structure of a variety of common animals 
(fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals, including pets)

Identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the human body

• What is the function (job) of the skeleton? 
• What are the differences between a 

human and a dinosaur skeleton?

bones
knee
ribs
skull
teeth

function
leg
skeleton
spine

Compare a human 
skeleton with a 
dinosaur skeleton 

Labelled diagram to show the main 
bones on a human and on dinosaurs
Description of differences between 
human and dinosaur skeletons

Dinosaur skeletons

Key questions

Key vocabulary WALT Outcomes

Essential skills, knowledge and concepts
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Can you remember?

• What is a fossil?

• Discuss with your partner 
and share your ideas. 

Fish fossil
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What is a fossil? 

A fossil is the remains of a dead 
animal or plant which, over millions 
of years, has turned into rock.

When a dead animal is buried in a 
covering of rock, mud or sand, the 
soft parts of the body rot and 
disappear. 

The hard parts like the skeleton, 
teeth or shell are left behind. 

When these remains are preserved 
in rock, this is called a fossil.

Trilobite fossil
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New words

Today we’ll be looking at different 
parts of dinosaur and human bodies. 
You’ll need to know these words:

Skeleton – an animal’s bones form a 
framework which supports and 
protects their body

Spine – the row of bones down the 
middle of the back

Function – the job or purpose of 
something, e.g. the function of a pair 
of glasses is to help you see clearly
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Which dinosaur could this be?

Look at the shape and size of the 
bones and teeth to help you.
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Answer

This is the fossil of a T-Rex.

Can you see the:

• long tail?

• big sharp teeth?

• short front legs and strong back legs?

• shape of its head?
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How do paleontologists identify a fossil?

Read about how paleontologists (fossil scientists) identify dinosaurs from fossils. Open 
Dinosaur skeletons: skeletons handout which can be found in the Resources section. Then 
answer the questions.

1. How can you tell if a fossil might come from a dinosaur?

2. How are dinosaur legs different to modern reptile legs?
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Answers

1. Paleontologists have to 
look very carefully when 
identifying a fossil. They 
decide if a fossil came 
from a dinosaur by 
comparing it to the 
skeletons of reptiles today. 

2. Modern reptiles have legs 
that stick out sideways but 
dinosaur legs always point 
straight down. 
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What is a skeleton’s function?

• Amphibians, reptiles, fish, birds 
and mammals all have a skeleton.

• What is a skeleton’s function? 

• Discuss your ideas.

• Click on the image and watch the 
video to find out. Were your ideas 
correct?
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Answer

What is a skeleton’s function? 

The main function of a skeleton is to 
support and protect the body and 
internal organs, e.g. heart, lungs and 
brain.
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Complete the sentences with the words in boxes. 

What is the function of a skeleton?

• To __________ the __________ and hold it up.

• It acts like a cage to protect the delicate 

__________ inside the body, e.g. the brain 

and the lungs.

body organs protect
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Answers

What is the function of a skeleton?

• To support the body and hold it up.

• It is like a cage to protect the delicate 
organs inside the body, e.g. the brain and 
the lungs.
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The human skeleton

Most animals with a backbone (spine) have a similar 
number of bones with similar functions to those of a 
human skeleton. 

Look at the green labels. Can you point to these 
different body parts on your body? Now label the 
human skeleton. 

ribs leg spine

skull knee
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Diplodocus discovery

• Diplodocus was a large 
herbivorous (plant-eating) 
dinosaur that lived during the 
Jurassic period (roughly 150 
million years ago). 

• In 1898, some diplodocus fossil 
bones were discovered by 
railway workers in America and 
excavated (dug up).
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Your task …

• Now you have identified the body parts 
on a human skeleton, label them on 
these diplodocus and T-Rex skeletons. 

• Extension: Describe the function of 
each of these body parts.
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Labelled T-rex

skull
spine

knee
leg

ribs
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Labelled diplodocus

skull spine

knee

leg

ribs
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Discussion

What is the same and what is different 
between your skeleton and the skeleton 
of a diplodocus and a T-Rex? 

Example: 
Same: All three skeletons 

have a skull.

Different: Both dinosaurs have 
a tail, humans do not
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Use a ruler to estimate the size of 
your front teeth.

How do they compare to the teeth of 
different dinosaurs?

Use a ruler to draw these teeth and 
see the difference in size for yourself!

• T-Rex – 30cm

• Megalodon – 18 cm

• Mapusaurus – 23cm
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Dinosaur skeletons: Diplodocus skeleton                                         

 
Label these body parts on the diplodocus skeleton: knee, leg, ribs, skull, spine. 
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Dinosaur skeletons: T-Rex skeleton 
 

Label these body parts on the T-Rex skeleton: knee, leg, ribs, skull, spine. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extension: What is the job of each of these body parts? 
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DESIGN A DINO ZOO
Believe it or not, dinosaurs still live among us! They may not be the 

enormous reptiles found in ancient history books, but many of 
today’s animals have famous dinosaur ancestors. And it’s not just 
birds that can trace their family tree back to prehistoric times…

    
Sc

an
 o

r c
lick this

All Creatures Great and Small 
When a powerful asteroid slammed into Earth 66.5 million years  
ago, dinosaurs vanished. Their journey had come to a sudden end – 
or had it? Scientists later discovered that some feathered dinosaurs 
had survived this massive extinction event, and had evolved into 
the modern seagulls, sparrows, penguins and parrots we see  
today! In fact, all birds are direct descendants of dinosaurs.

Just how did they live to tell the tale of this awful asteroid? 
Birds had small stomachs, so they needed less food to survive. 
They also didn’t waste precious time stomping around like 
dinosaurs. By flying, birds saved precious energy and could  
quickly travel to find food and shelter. 

Other modern animals have connections to ancient beasts,  
from mighty sharks and crocodiles to miniature cockroaches 
and crabs. They all roamed our planet at the same time as the 
dinosaurs. Imagine the stories they could tell!

Would You 
Rather?

Discover a 
pot of gold 

or an ancient 
dinosaur 

fossil? 

wise-up words:
ancestors
Family members who lived in the past

evolve
To change and develop over time

dna
A chemical carrying all the information 
about every living thing

palaeontologist
A scientist who studies very old fossils

prehistoric
The time before recorded history

Check out this video 
on birds and dinos!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syAwnjoLNV8
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YOUR QUEST

Why Not…
Bring your zoo to life with 
Minecraft or similar software

Grow your zoo into 
a theme park, like 
Chessington World 
of Adventures. You 
could design an area 
dedicated to water-
based animals, with 
water rides, petting pools 
and even an aquarium!  

Think about which animal 
in your zoo shares the most 
similarities with ancient 
dinosaurs. What makes 
them so alike?

A Shark’s Tale
Sharks have been around for at least 420 million 
years, meaning they have survived four of the 
‘big five’ mass extinctions. That makes them 
older than humans, older than Mount Everest, 
older than dinosaurs – older even than trees!

Create a Dino Zoo for modern times! Think about which 
prehistoric animals you would like to include. Which ones are 
most closely related to the dinosaurs? 

Draw a map of the zoo on a large sheet of paper and label all the 
different enclosures. Consider the different needs of the animals 
and design the enclosures to suit their natural environment. 
Don’t forget to think carefully about which animals would go 
well together (hint: crocodiles and chickens do not mix!). 

Fun Fact:
The name ‘dinosaur’ comes from the Greek language 
and means ‘terrible lizard’. They were given this name 
because of their enormous size, not because they 
were particularly terrible! 
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lick this

Your Dino Zoo is a hit! Every year, people are making more and more 
discoveries about dinosaurs and how they evolved over time. Why 
not read about how a 12-year-old boy recently uncovered a dinosaur 
skeleton dating back 69 million years? 

roarsome!roarsome!

Just for 
laughs:
Why did the 

dinosaur cross 
the road?

Because the 
chicken hadn’t 

evolved yet! 

Curious Cousins
At first glance, chickens and dinosaurs are 
about as different as chalk and cheese. 
Amazingly, however, chickens come from the 
same family as the mighty T. rex! Fossil studies 
have found that the T. rex shared a large 
amount of DNA with our feathery friends.

DNA forms the building blocks of life. 
Every living thing is made of it. The smallest 
differences in DNA can be the difference 
between a human, a chimpanzee or 
a banana! Scientists use this information  
to understand the links between dinosaurs 
 and today’s world. 

We may no longer 
have the T. rex or 
Stegosaurus, but we 
can still bring the 
magic of prehistory 
to one of our most 
treasured tourist 
attractions – 
the zoo. 

Ultimate 
Influencers:

Bhart-Anjan 
Bhullar
Palaeontologist Bhart-Anjan Bhullar is 
fascinated by the link between chickens 
and dinosaurs. He has spent years 
looking closely at old bones to find out 
how dinosaur snouts slowly evolved into 
bird beaks. Bhullar’s latest experiment 
has certainly ruffled some feathers! 
Clever science has allowed his team to 
create a baby chicken with 
a dinosaur-like snout 
instead of a normal 
beak. The aim is to 
learn more about 
how animals’ bodies 
change over time. 
Could we soon 
be meeting the 
Dino-Chicken?  

    Scan or click this

Have a look at these 
prehistoric ancestors!

https://www.cbc.ca/kidscbc2/the-feed/5-animals-with-prehistoric-ancestors
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/54566299
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